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                    Abstract
Imagination has recently attracted considerable attention from epistemologists and is recognized as a source of belief and even knowledge. One remarkable feature of imagination is that it is often and typically agentive: agents decide to imagine. In cases in which imagination results in a belief, the agentiveness of imagination may be taken to give rise to indirect doxastic control and epistemic responsibility. This observation calls for a proper understanding of agentive imagination. In particular, it calls for the development of a semantics of imagination ascriptions. In the present paper an earlier suggestion by Ilkka Niiniluoto for a logic of imagination is considered. This proposal does not capture the agentive nature of imagination, and an alternative semantics is suggested. The new semantics combines the modal logic of agency with the neighbourhood semantics from alethic modal logic.
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                    Notes
	Or basic voluntary control as Alston (1988) calls it in his well-known classification of kinds of control over beliefs.


	Concerning the use of ‘imagination’ as a count noun, see footnote 7.


	In a recent paper Grzankowski (2015) argues that pictures have propositional content.


	There is also John Sallis’s, Logic of Imagination. The Expanse of the Elemental (Sallis 2012) but this book is, in the first place, a monograph on Heideggerian phenomenology. A classical reference for the logic of fictional discourse is Woods (2009).


	In his book on objectual as opposed to propositional attitude ascriptions, Forbes (2006, p. 37) lists ‘imagine’ as a verb of depiction together with ‘draw’, ‘visualize’, ‘portray’, and some other verbs.


	Another, not uncontroversial remarkable aspect of non-normal worlds semantics is that it is non-compositional in non-normal worlds.


	Note that the German word ‘Vorstellung’ in Frege’s writings has been translated differently even by one and the same author. Max Black (Frege 1948, p. 208) translates it as ‘conception’, whereas in (Geach and Back 1960, p. 59) he translates it as ‘idea’, whilst Peter Geach in the same volume translates it as ‘image’, cf. (Geach and Back 1960, p. 7). What speaks in favour of these translations is that in German ‘Vorstellung’ definitely is a count noun; the ability to create pictures in one’s mind is called ‘die Vorstellungskraft’ (the power to imagine). The English word ‘imagination’ in most of its usages is a noncountable noun, although it may also be understood to mean a mental image (that may be formed by exercising the imagination as a faculty). Williamson (2013), for example, uses ‘imagination’ as a count noun.


	It could be interesting to base a logic of imagination on a system of analytic implication that satisfies the “Proscriptive Principle” for theorems, a strong condition of a relevance connection between the antecedent and the succedent of a valid implication:
$$\begin{aligned} \vdash A \rightarrow B, \text{ implies } At(B) \subseteq At(A), \end{aligned}$$

where At(A) is the set of atomic formulas that occur in A, cf. Ferguson (2015).


	The modal operator \(\Box \) in the smallest normal modal logic is often referred to as a necessity operator although it is not factive, i.e, albeit \(\Box A \rightarrow A\) is not valid.


	It may be doubted that the possibility operator of K represents logical possibility. Generally it is assumed that S5 is the logic of logical possibility and logical necessity.


	The history-dependence of atomic formulas has been criticized, for example, by Mark Brown.


	Belnap et al. (2001, p. 190) point out that this is a tensed, moment-dependent notion of proposition. They prefer to think of propositions as sets of histories and not as sets of moment/history-pairs.
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